MICROSOFT
PREMIER LAUNCH EVENT
Microsoft Corporation hosted a
premier event at Spring Studios in
New York City. The event required a
high-resolution video system.
The venue’s modern design features
22’ floor to ceiling windows with
stunning views of the Hudson River
and the Manhattan skyline.
Understanding how ambient light can affect the resolution of keynote presentations, the
designer opted for three custom built LED screens for crystal clear viewing.

TISHMAN SPEYER – ROCKEFELLER CENTER TREE LIGHTING
THE MOST WONDERFUL TIME OF THE YEAR
Every year, NYC kicks off its holiday season
with the lighting of the Rockefeller Center
Christmas tree. Swells of crowds fill the city
streets, making it hard to catch a glimpse of the
iconic event from blocks away.
The ChoiceLIVE team provides 6 LED screens, a
full array of TVs and signal distribution in 3
surrounding buildings for a slew of VIP viewing
areas.
Two 15’ x 27’ ROE MC7 screens are erected on the setback rooftops of 30 Rock directly
behind the tree. In addition, two 7’ x 13’ 8mm screens are hung on our V-tower
support systems and placed in multiple locations around the event. Two 11’ x 18’ 8mm
mobile screen units are used to provide a view to the overflow crowds on both 49th and
50th streets.

NBC – TODAY SHOW
BIG SCREEN LED DISPAYS FOR BIG PERFORMANCES

MICROSOFT
SPRING STUDIO NYC

THE WORLD MEETING OF FAMILIES
CHOICELIVE BRINGS THE PEOPLE’S POPE TO THE PEOPLE
All around the Philadelphia area,
organizations prepared for the
largest and most historic event of
the decade: The World Meeting of
Families, featuring Pope Francis.
ChoiceLIVE was the sole provider of
LED screens for the overflowing
crowds that stretched along the
Benjamin Franklin Parkway.
In addition to the 31 LED screens at
the main event in Philadelphia, we
provided video systems for Papal
events in Washington, DC and New York City that same weekend. ChoiceLIVE utilized a
combination of Liantronics and ROE LED products for the event. Over 160 square
meters of ROE MC-7 7mm LED tiles were used along the parkway.

SIGHT & SOUND – INSTALLATION
BRINGING JESUS TO LIFE AT SIGHT & SOUND THEATRE
With the assistance of ChoiceLIVE, Sight & Sound Theatres of Lancaster, PA debuted its
epic biblical drama JESUS with a 113’ wide by 30’ tall flying LED screen. Installed by
our team at ChoiceLIVE, Jesus was brought to life on stage in a bold new scale.
Weighing nearly 12 tons, the screen was used to fly in and out of scenes using a hoist
installed by TAIT. The screen arrived at the theatre in 152 road cases, requiring 12
technicians and 2 days to assemble. Among its other impressive stats… it's made up of
1,242 individual panels, the width (113’) is the wingspan of a Boeing 737, it is almost 3
stories high (30’), it contains almost 21 million individual pixels, and it’s all driven by
disguise media servers.

BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY
Commencement ceremony planning can
be a daunting task even for the most
prepared commencement officer.
Bucknell University entrusts our team of
technical professionals year after year
to provide flawless video screens and
production services to carry out their
biggest event of the year.
We pull over 100 ROE MC-7 LED tiles
from our inventory to construct two 12’ x 20’ screens to fly above the stage, providing
the ultimate view for family and friends of the graduating class.
"This past weekend was our best weekend yet, thanks to the team you provided. The
ChoiceLIVE team did a phenomenal job. I just wanted to let you know how much I
appreciated it and I wanted to put in an early request for the same team next year.
Also, the upgraded panels were a huge hit, very impressive.
Thanks so much!" — George Lincoln

RUTGERS
UNIVERSITY
Rutgers Commencement
ceremony includes over
12,000 graduates. Add a
set of parents, siblings,
and grandparents, and
the audience grows to
more than 5x the size of
the graduating class.
Personalizing a ceremony
like that is challenging, let
alone trying to get a
glimpse of your loved one
as they collect their diploma on stage. This year, ChoiceLIVE gave Rutgers University
graduates their moment to shine with two 19' x 23' screens flanking the stage,
comprised of 180 8mm LED tiles.

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
George Washington is a large university
structured into 14 different colleges and
schools. Graduates of the University are
invited to a formal commencement
ceremony in the heart of Washington D.C.
on the National Mall. A comprehensive
package of video products and services
from ChoiceLIVE are strategically placed
around the mall including two large LED
screens on either side of the stage, two
11’ x 18’ 8mm mobile screens, and various
LCD televisions throughout smaller
viewing areas
"Thank you for making the GWU Commencement such a success! 8 or 9 days were hit
hard by the weather conditions and I’m still in shock that all was in place and ready to
go according to schedule. A true
indication of the wonderful leadership and
teams in place!" – Betty Sayler, Senior
Associate Director, Client Services Events
and Venues (2017)

PEARL JAM
HOME AND AWAY NORTH AMERICAN STADIUM TOUR
Pearl Jam kicked off their 2018 American Stadium
tour in their hometown of Seattle, Washington at
Safeco Field.
The popular 90's grunge band raised over $11
million for the homeless between two hometown
shows. Next, they headed east to

Missoula, Montana to
promote the Rock2Vote
campaign encouraging
young people to vote, then
to Wrigley Field in Chicago
and eventually wrapping up
the seven sold out stadium
shows at Fenway Park in
Boston, Massachusetts.

Two massive LED screens comprised of 288
ROE MC7 LED tiles and measuring 32’ x 18’
flanked either side of the stage. Multi
award-winning video director Blue Leach
was at the helm directing a 10-camera show
system provided by ChoiceLIVE for the
legendary group.

THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL
CHOICELIVE BRINGS THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL TO LIFE
We love unique projects in unique venues. In fact,
we thrive on them. The Hollywood Bowl is no
exception. It’s an iconic venue on the west coast
and hosts some of the most anticipated events of
the year.
We consider ourselves lucky to have been a part of
three amazing “live-to-film” experiences, over the
course of five shows including La La Land in
Concert, Willie Wonka & the Chocolate Factory, and the latest, Beauty & the Beast.
Over the course of a year, we provided LED and projection mapping, media servers,
multi-camera fly packs, system design, and crew for several events at the legendary
venue.

MONMOUTH PARK
A sporting project isn’t a sporting project without a big screen displaying on court, on
field and, on stage action. When Monmouth Park in Oceanport, New Jersey was ready
to install four LED screens around their track, they called ChoiceLIVE. Two screens were
installed on the racetrack above the park’s existing tally board providing a magnified
view for the grandstand and clubhouse. Two
additional screens were installed in spectator
areas giving an up-close view for the audience
outside of the track perimeter.

